
Play it safe with MULTI ROLLER PRO! The trolley bag
reliably accompanies you everywhere and meets the
highest standards of quality, functionality and protection:
fitall system holds notebooks of various sizes, the durable
padding and reinforced frame provide excellent 360°
protection for your device and clever functions will delight
you in daily use.

The fitall system with integrated grip strap and padded separators fixes your 11-15.6"
notebook and safety brings it to your destination. The sealable notebook pocket, the
high density foam padding and the frame reinforced with metal ensure all-round
protection. The padded compartment for an iPad® or other tablets (up to 10”) protects
against impact and is equipped with extra-soft nylex inside. Generous storage space
for your documents and mobile accessories. The front pocket with key fob and insert
pockets allows you to organise your personal equipment. Long-lasting wearing comfort
thanks to comfortable and riveted handles, adjustable, padded shoulder strap and the
practical trolley fastening strap. Trolley with high-quality replaceable wheels and
integrated telescopic handle. More than 20 years’ experience combined in one bag!

Screen size: 11 - 15.6 inches
Art.No: D30924
Weight: 3.5kg /7lbs,11.5 ounces
Material: Polyester
Compatible
devices:

≤ 14.96 x 10.43 x 1.57 inches
≤ 380 x 265 x 40 mm

≤ 17.72 x 14.57 x 9.84 inches
≤ 450 x 370 x 250 mm

Lockable and cushioned notebook compartment with HDF (High-Density
Foam)

Adjustable notebook strap with fitall system

Padded slip pocket for iPad® and other tablets up to 10"

Reinforced frame

Front pocket with workstation (holders for pens, mobile phone and
business cards) and space for mobile accessories

Front pocket for power supply unit and cable

Riveted comfortable carry handle

Adjustable carry strap with comfortable shoulder padding

Large main compartment for clothes, accessories, etc

Trolley fastening strap

High quality exchangeable wheels
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Multi Roller PRO 11-15.6
Professional trolley with tried and tested functionality
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